Abstract. Necessity and reasonability to use gapless connection between contact surfaces of lining straps of work rolls chocks and facing strips of housings (inner lining straps of back-up rolls chocks) to reduce dynamic horizontal forces during rolling and increase durability of equipment are considered. Technical solution is described on base of roughing reversing rolling stand of thick sheet rolling mill 3000 of PJSC ‘ILYICH iron and steel works’ (Mariupol city, Ukraine) which can be used on most heavy loaded sheet and tube rolling mills.

1 Introduction

Practically, stands of rolling mills undergo bigger loads when masses of rolled metal are increased compared to initial ones. Moreover, rolling speeds are increased in order to improve productivity of rolling mills but it results in increase of dynamics of stands main drive lines [1-6]. Dynamics of rolling stands can result in their expensive accidental breakdowns. In addition, dynamics results in plastic deformation of housings windows, facing strips, lining straps and chocks [7-11]. It is expansive to revamp described parts of rolling stands equipment.

2 Statement of technical problem

One of the most important dynamic load acting on housings windows, facing strips, lining straps and chocks is horizontal force which can be around 0.3...9 MN [12-14] due to horizontal gaps between details of chocks and housings. That is why it is necessary to use designs and technological solutions which can provide gap-free connections during loading of rolling stands.

The most interesting designs and technical solutions of use of devices for making horizontal wedge thrust of rolling stands and removal of gaps between facing strips and lining
straps are based on installation of devices on used equipment [15, 16]. Their common disadvantages are:

- impossibility to continue rolling when even one wedge thrust unit is broken;
- big specific consumption of materials and damping elements for reduction of shock energy of top work rolls (TWRs) assemblies and bottom work rolls (BWRs) assemblies against housings.

Technical solution which has not above given disadvantages and provides gap-free connections between facing strips and lining straps during loading of rolling stands is described in this paper. Installation of devices for making horizontal wedge thrust is shown on base of reversing roughing rolling stand of thick sheet rolling mill 3000 of PJSC ‘ILYICH iron and steel works’ (Mariupol city, Ukraine). Places of proposed installation are chosen reasonably due to big amount of done scientific and technical jobs for the reversing rolling stand since 1983 year [17, 18] where necessary technical data is given.

Detailed description of the device is shown on base of BWR chock on drive side. The technical solution is given below by description, schemes and drawings:

- the rolling stand (general view from drive side) is on fig. 1;
- section A-A (from fig. 1, drive side) is on fig. 2;
- section B-B (from fig. 2, work and rest positions) is on fig. 3.

The 4-Hi rolling stand with installed devices for making horizontal wedge thrust (refer to fig. 1) consists of chocks pos. 1 and pos. 2 of top back-up roll (TBUR) pos. 3 and bottom back-up roll (BBUR) pos. 4 which are in contact with corresponding work rolls (WRs) pos. 5 and pos. 6. TWR chocks pos. 7 are installed in slots of TBUR chocks pos. 1 and BWR chocks pos. 8 are installed in window of housings pos. 20.

3 Materials of the research

Devices for making horizontal wedge thrust of the rolling stand work in below given order. During changes of TWR pos. 5 and BWR pos. 6 with their chocks pos. 7 and 8 drive wedges pos. 15 are in rest positions. After installation of chocks pos. 7 and 8 in work positions nuts pos. 18, washers pos. 19 and rods pos. 13 (parts of fixing devices pos. 14, refer to fig. 2) move drive wedges pos. 15 to work position. It results in move of movable wedges pos. 16 and inserts pos. 17 (refer to fig. 3) that uniformly compress by necessary value \( \delta = 1...3 \) mm inserts pos. 17, lining straps pos. 11 and 12 (pos. 11, 12 and 17 are made from elastic material). As a result, gaps \( \Delta \) (refer to fig. 3) between contact surfaces of facing strips pos. 9 and 10, lining straps pos. 11 and 12 are fully eliminated that reduces horizontal impacts of TWR assemblies and BWR assemblies against housings pos. 20 by several times during metal-in (metal bite) by WRs and metal-out.

During changes of gap between WRs (pos. 5 and 6) there is no need to move drive wedges pos. 15 to rest position because of usage of inserts pos. 17, lining straps pos. 11 and 12 made from elastic material and it does not affect movements of chocks pos. 7 and 8. In addition, usage of inserts pos. 17, lining straps pos. 11 and 12 made from e.g. polyamide, polypropylene, polyethylene [19, 20] or polyurethane [21-24] with high energy-efficiency provides uniform distribution of the horizontal force between contact surfaces of lining straps pos. 11 and 12, chocks pos. 7 and 8, facing strips pos. 9 and 10, chocks pos. 1 and housings pos. 20. It is reasonable to make inserts pos. 17, lining straps pos. 11 and 12 from polyamide or polypropylene when there are low values of the horizontal forces and they should be made from polyethylene or polyurethane when there are high values of the horizontal forces.
Technical solution which has not above given disadvantages and provides gap against housings.

Analytical and stress calculations of the device are done. Their results prove reasonability to use the device on numerous rolling stands that can reduce horizontal impact energy of TWR assemblies and BWR assemblies against housings (back-up rolls chocks). In addition, it helps to decrease values of stands elements horizontal vibration.

Results of stress calculations of the device for making horizontal wedge thrust installed on base of BWR chock (drive side) of reversing roughing rolling stand of thick sheet rolling
mill 3000 are shown below. Von Mises stresses (for steel details) and compressive stress (for lining strap and insert) were calculated during rolling in a system consisted of:

- BWR chock from drive side, material steel 30HGSFL according to CIS State standard 977-75;
- details of the device: lining strap and insert are made from polyurethane; facing strip, wedges and rods are made from steel 080 M 46 according to B.S. 970; enough part of housing made from steel 161 grade 430 according to B.S. 1504 (76).

FEM mathematical model (MM) was created (refer to fig. 4) where all details are in work positions and it was loaded by the horizontal force \( F = 0.51 \text{ MN} \). Conditions of contact surfaces interactions, materials properties and geometry of the aforementioned elements are actual according to scientific and practical suggestions [25].

Some FEM stress calculations results are shown on fig. 5 and 6. Calculation results are shown in table 1.

During such loading of lining strap and insert from polyurethane grade Adiprene L-167:
- maximum compressive stress of polyurethane elements is \( \sigma = 12.27 \text{ MPa} \) (refer to fig. 6) and maximum permissible stress compressive stress is \([\sigma] = 18 \text{ MPa}\);
- maximum theoretical compression of BWR chock polyurethane lining strap and insert towards direction of the horizontal force is \( \delta = 0.9…1.2 \text{ mm} \) that is acceptable. It shows that it needs to provide move of the device for making horizontal wedge thrust equal to 1.2…1.5 mm in horizontal direction for having gapless connection between details.

![Fig. 4. Loading scheme of MM by horizontal force F: 1 – BWR chock from drive side; 2 – drive wedge; 3 – movable wedge; 4 – insert; 5 – rod; 6 – lining strap of BWR chock; 7 – facing strip; 8 – housing.](image-url)
Von Mises stresses (for steel 30 HGSFL according to CIS State standard 977-75) and compressive stress (for lining strap and insert) were calculated during rolling in a system consisted of:

- BWR chock from drive side, material steel 30 HGSFL according to CIS State standard 977-75;
- details of the device: lining strap and insert are made from polyurethane; facing strip, wedges and rods are made from steel 080 M 46 according to B.S. 970;
- enough part of housing made from steel 161 grade 430 according to B.S. 1504 (76).

FEM mathematical model (MM) was created (refer to fig. 4) where all details are in work positions and it was loaded by the horizontal force F = 0.51 MN. Conditions of contact surfaces interactions, materials properties and geometry of the aforementioned elements are actual according to scientific and practical suggestions [25].

Some FEM stress calculations results are shown on fig. 5 and 6. Calculation results are shown in table 1.

During such loading of lining strap and insert from polyurethane grade A diprene L-167:

- maximum compressive stress of polyurethane elements is σ = 12.27 MPa (refer to fig. 6) and maximum permissible stress compressive stress is [σ] = 18 MPa;
- maximum theoretical compression of BWR chock polyurethane lining strap and insert towards direction of the horizontal force is δ = 0.9…1.2 mm that is acceptable. It shows that it needs to provide move of the device for making horizontal wedge thrust equal to 1.2…1.5 mm in horizontal direction for having gapless connection between details.

FEM MM was created with all details that are in use nowadays (without the device for making horizontal wedge thrust) and it was loaded by the horizontal force F = 0.51MN. Calculation results are shown in table 1, where σ_{equiv. max} is maximum Von Mises stress, σ_{compres. max} is maximum compressive stress.

**Table 1.** Maximum stresses calculated in the rolling stand elements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details of the device for making horizontal wedge thrust</th>
<th>Stress</th>
<th>BWR chock</th>
<th>Drive wedge</th>
<th>Movable wedge</th>
<th>Lining strap / insert</th>
<th>Rod</th>
<th>Facing strip</th>
<th>Housing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Details of the device for making horizontal wedge thrust</td>
<td>σ_{equiv. max}, MPa</td>
<td>32.849</td>
<td>23.167</td>
<td>19.006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details in use</td>
<td>σ_{equiv. max}, MPa</td>
<td>81.319</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>198.686</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>σ_{compres. max}, MPa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage reduction of maximum Von Mises stresses calculated in MM elements of the rolling stand with the device compared to MM elements that are in use nowadays are shown in table 2.
Table 2. Percentage reduction of maximum stresses when the device is used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Housing</th>
<th>Facing strip</th>
<th>BWR chock</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduction, %</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>59.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In accordance with aforementioned information and figures in table 2 it is reasonable to use the device for making horizontal wedge thrust installed on chocks of TWR and BWR to reduce Von Mises stresses in roughing reversing rolling stand of thick sheet rolling mill 3000.

4 Conclusions

Specific consumption of materials and compactness of the device for making horizontal wedge thrust make it possible to install them in WRs chocks of new and modernized heavy loaded rolling stands. Technical solution has patent of Ukraine [26].
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